MONSTER PATTERN 1

• leave open for stuffing •
MONSTER PATTERN 2
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MONSTER PATTERN 3
• leave open for stuffing

MONSTER PATTERN 4
MONSTER ACCESSORIES

- size heart up or down as desired
- cut necklace as individual circles
- sew headphone cords coming from side or top of iPad to sides of monster’s head
- tie can be sewn on in one piece or two
- sew strings down neck of guitar
MONSTER EYES

use just one eye, or two, or three... layer different sizes on top of one another. sew an "X" for a missing eye. don’t worry about making the eyes perfect. it’s a monster after all.
MONSTER MOUTHS

- Sew mouth lines in contrasting thread.
- Cut teeth out of white or another color that will show up well against mouth or body color.